Based on the doubly special relativity we find a new type of generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) where the coordinate remain unaltered at the high energy while the momentum is deformed at the high energy so that it may be bounded from the above. For this GUP, we discuss some quantum mechanical problems in one dimension such as box problem, momentum wave function, and harmonic oscillator problem.
Introduction
As one method for curing some problems in quantum gravity, the generalization of the uncertainty relation has come, which is called a generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) . There has been much development for the GUP formulation and GUP-corrected quantum systems. The generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) is given by the modified commutation relation
where X and P is the position operator and the momentum operator, respectively, and β is a small parameter given by β = β 0 /M pl c 2 , and M pl is the Planck mass and β 0 is of order the unity, and we set = 1. The GUP guarantees the non-zero minimal length and is related to the quantization of gravity. More generally, the modified commutation relation can be written as [23, 24, 25, 33, 34, 35] [X, P ] = iF (P ),
where F (P ) is called a GUP deformation function which reduces to 1 when the GUP effect is ignored. From now on we will call the eq.(2) a generalized GUP. Here, (X, P ) implies the coordinate and momentum at the high energy while (x, p) is the coordinate and momentum at the low energy where x and p is defined through [x, p] = i. At the high energy the coordinate and momentum is assumed to be deformed through
The eq.(3) implies that the position remains undeformed at the high energy while the momentum is deformed at the high energy. For the GUP (1), we have
In this case the momentum at the high energy is not bounded, −∞ < P < ∞. This seems strange because the momentum at the high energy should be bounded if we consider the doubly special relativity (DSR) [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Indeed DSR says that the momentum has the maximum called a Planck momentum which is another invariant in DSR. Therefore, in order to construct the new GUP with both minimum length and maximum momentum, we should find the mapping ( or deformation) X = x, P = f (p) with f (±∞) = ±κ. Thus, from this map, the momentum operator has the maximum value ( Planck momentum κ ).
In this paper we are to find a new type of GUP where the coordinate remain unaltered at the high energy while the momentum is deformed at the high energy so that it may be bounded from the above. Our GUP model comes from the concept of DSR. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we discuss the brief review of representation of generalized GUP. In section 3 we discuss the new GUP from the concept of DSR. In section 4 we discuss the momentum wave function in a position representation. In section 5 we discuss one dimensional box problem. In section 6 we discuss harmonic oscillator problem.
2
Brief review of representation of generalized GUP Now let us reconsider the generalized GUP
For this commutation relation we have two representations.
Deformed momentum representation
The deformed momentum representation for the algebra (5) is
The momentum representation acts on the square integrable functions Φ(p) ∈ L 2 −A, A; dp
with φ(±A) = 0 and the norm of φ is given by
For the standard GUP (1) we have A = ∞. The Schrödinger equation reads
Position representation
The position representation for the algebra (5) is
where the function f is obtained from
The position representation acts on the square integrable functions ψ(x) ∈ L 2 (−∞, ∞; dx) and the norm of ψ is given by
The Schrödinger equation reads
Undeformed momentum representation
The undeformed momentum representation for the algebra (5) is obtained from the position representation with replacing x = i∂ p , as
The undeformed momentum representation acts on the square integrable functions φ(p) ∈ L 2 (−∞, ∞; dp) and the norm of ψ is given by
3
New GUP from the concept of DSR
In the DSR, the energy-momentum relation is deformed into
where we demand that lim
and p 0 means that it is not a operator but a number, and we set c = 1. The undeformed momentum p 0 ( momentum at the low energy) can be related to the deformed momentum P 0 ( momentum at the high energy) as follows:
If we choose
we have the modified dispersion relation
or
We can easily check that the choice (19) obeys
which gives |P 0 | ≤ κ.
Based on the DSR, we consider the following relation for the momentum operators
where |p| is the magnitude of undeformed momentum operator p, or |p| = p 2 . The inverse transformation is
From the requirement |p| ≥ 0 we get |P | ≤ κ which gives the upper bound for the momentum at the high energy. The limit p → ±∞ corresponds to P = ±κ, which implies that there exists the maximum momentum ( Planck momentum ) in our model. The eq. (23) gives the following commutation relation
which gives
where we set P = 0. From now on we call the above GUP the DSR-GUP. The eq. (26) gives the minimal length
Deformed momentum representation
The deformed momentum representation for the algebra (25) is
The momentum representation acts on the square integrable functions Φ(p) ∈ L 2 −κ, κ; dp
with Φ(±κ) = 0 and the norm of φ is given by
Position representation
The position representation for the algebra (25) is
The Schrödinger equation reads   1 2m
Undeformed momentum representation
The undeformed momentum representation for the algebra (25) is obtained from the position representation with replacing x = i∂ p , as
The undeformed momentum representation acts on the square integrable functions φ(p) ∈ L 2 (−∞, ∞; dp) and the norm of φ is given by
Momentum wave function in a position representation
Now let us consider the momentum wave function as
where p 0 is not an operator but a momentum eigenvalue. For the exponential function we know
Let us assume that the the momentum wave function takes the following form
Inserting the eq.(39) into the eq.(37) we get
Thus, we have
Taking the absolute value of the eq.(41) we get
Thus, we get
Using the completeness relation
we have
Thus, the momentum wave function reads
5 One dimensional Box problem in a position representation Consider a spinless quantum particle with mass m confined to the following one-dimensional box
The Schrödinger equation in the position representation reads
or 1 2m
The solution of the eq.(51) is
From ψ(0) = 0 we get
and from ψ(L) = 0 we get
where n = 1, 2, 3, · · · . Thus, the wave function is
and the energy is given by
The expectation values of the position and position squared are given by
and the expectation values of the momentum and momentum squared are given by
and
Thus, the uncertainty relation reads Fig.1 shows the plot of E n versus n for 1/κ = 0 (brown), 1/κ = 0.05 (green) and 1/κ = 0.1 (pink) with 2m = 1, L = π. We know that the energy decreases due to the DSR-GUP effect.
6
Harmonic oscillator problem in the undeformed momentum representation Let us consider a particle with mass m confined in an harmonic potential
Using the undeformed momentum representation we get
If we introduce s = 1 + |p|/κ, we get
Letting s = Ay, we have
Comparing the above equation with the Wittacker equation
we have A = mw
Thus, the wave function in the momentum representation reads
where the Wittaker function is defined as
and M(a, b, y) is Kummer function defined by
and the rising factorial is defined as
From the termination of the infinite series, we have the following quantization rule 
or Fig.2 shows the plot of E n versus n for 1/κ = 0 (brown), 1/κ = 0.1 (green) and 1/κ = 0.2 (pink) with m = 1, w = 1. We know that the energy decreases due to the DSR-GUP effect.
Conclusion
In this paper we found the GUP based on the DSR where the coordinate remain unaltered at the high energy while the momentum is deformed at the high energy so that it may be bounded from the above. Based on the DSR, we considered the relation between the momentum at high energy, P and the momentum at low energy, p as
which gave the maximum momentum ( Planck momentum). Then, our GUP ( DSR-GUP) took the following form:
which gives the minimal length with the maximal momentum ( Planck momentum). Based on the DSR-GUP, we discussed three problems; One dimensional box problem, momentum wave function, and harmonic oscillator problem. We found that for the one dimensional box problem and harmonic oscillator problem we obtained the exact form of the wave function and energy levels. We also found that for two examples the energy decreases due to the DSR-GUP effect. It seems interesting to apply the DSR-GUP model to the relativistic quantum mechanics for the purpose of constructing the quantum field theory based on the DSR-GUP. We think that these problems and related topics would be clear in the near future. ernment (NRF-2015R1D1A1A01057792) and by Development Fund Foundation, Gyeongsang National University, 2018. 
